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INTRODUCTION
The concept of 'embeddedness' has become central to much contemporary thought in economic geography and crucial to debates concerning the relationship between economic activity and spaces or places (c.f. Grabher 1993; Adaman & Divine 2001; Martin & Sunley 2001) . Economic geographers have deployed embeddedness primarily as a central plank in theories of regional economic development (c.f. Dicken and Malmberg 2001; Cooke 2002; Hsu 2004 ) although it has also been more widely used across the discipline in theoretical attempts to understand the cultural and social foundations of economic activity (Oinas 1997; Yeung 1998; Taylor 2000) . However, the recent development of debates about relational economic geography (Boggs & Rattansi 2003; Ettlinger 2003 ) and the so-called 'practice-turn' have opened up a number of critical questions about how conceptions of embeddedness can be integrated into new theories of the global space economy. In this respect a series of key problems in the conceptualisation of embeddedness has become increasingly pressing as economic geographers seek to reconcile the insights of new approaches with existing uses of the concept.
The first problem is the relationship between 'the social' and 'the economic'. Peck (2003) provides an extensive discussion around this issue that highlights how concepts of embeddedness struggle to differentiate between social influences and 'pure' economic activity. He cites Krippner's point that the 'embeddedness concept has led scholars to layer a social economy on top of a pre-social untheorised market' (Peck 2003 : 22, citing Krippner 2001 . Secondly, Peck (2003) also criticises new economic sociology (NES) and notions of network embeddedness for attributing a weak explanatory role to context. Context is reduced to pale 'background scenery', theorising in the broadest of abstract brush strokes. This is echoed by Gertler's (2003) argument that there is a key need better to theorise the context in which embedded knowledge is produced. Gertler (2003) points out that understanding the role of (tacit) knowledge as being embedded in its social context is problematic since the relationship is 'a reflexive one' where knowledge both defines and is defined by social context (ibid.: 78) . Thirdly, many have been critical of the inability of embeddedness to tackle power and inequality in the theorisation of capitalist economic activity (Sayer 2003; Yeung 2005) . Power relations appear to be ignored and hard to integrate into theoretical analyses that regard the economic world as neutrally embedded in social circumstances. Finally, Hess (2004) argues that most work in economic geography has been prone to use an 'overterritorialized concept of embeddedness ' (ibid.: 174) . In essence, this has involved regarding local networks and localized social relationships as the spatial logic of embeddedness (ibid.: 174).
Hess argues that there are 'other spatial logics to embeddedness', and that the concept requires revision if it is able to be sensitive to how 'translocal linkage' can be important in economic success (ibid.: 178-181) .
In attempting to develop more a more sophisticated usage of embeddedness, these critical engagements have drawn heavily on poststructural thought. Drawing on the ideas of actor network theory (ANT) (Bathelt & Glucker 2003) , there is a growing emphasis on relationality (Yeung 2005) . The rationale for such a development is wellexpressed by Jessop (2001) . He argues that actor-network theorists' conceptions of 'entanglement' present a way for theories of social embeddedness to overcome the simplistic over-purification of economic activity of the societal influences upon it.
More recently, Hess (2004) has addressed the ways in which spatiality, temporality and power are captured through theories of embeddedness. His solution to the undertheorisation of these issues is to recast embeddedness as a spatio-temporal concept.
He argues that this avoids a static view of agency and social structure, and recognises embeddedness as a dynamic relational process. Overall, therefore, the dominant direction in theories of embeddedness has been to call for a revised relational conception of embeddedness that incorporates the emerging insights of poststructural thought.
This paper takes issue with the direction of this debate in arguing for a more radical and alternative epistemological approach to transcending the problems with embeddedness. The argument is premised on the proposition that the conceptual lexicon around embeddedness remains inadequate to capture the nature of the actions that produce 'economic outcomes' in a world of ever-increasing interconnectedness.
This inadequacy relates both to the nature of social action itself and to the spatial form of action. Whilst embeddedness has been useful in providing a framework to understand a series of meso-level influences on economic success or failure, the key contention is that, in isolating these meso-level factors and entities, the capacity to understand the nature of social action has been suppressed. The epistemology of embeddedness thus serves to ossify understanding of the evolving global space economy into relatively simplistic relationships between rigid categories such as 'the economic', 'the social', 'firms', 'regions', and 'territory'. These categories are transgressed by the material practices that produce economic outcomes. Greater global interconnectedness in the nature of these practices only makes matters worse because it destabilises further the conceptual boundaries assumed by the categories used. Shifts towards a relational conception of embeddedness do not therefore go far enough because, whilst they rightly point to the static nature of the embeddedness approach, they reintroduce dynamism and relationality at too general and simplistic a level to capture the complexity of action producing the global space economy.
What is needed is an approach that traces the nature of social action at a greater degree of resolution, thereby producing a more sophisticated understanding of the nature of relations and associations between actors whose actions (re)produce the economy 1 . At root, the necessity of this epistemological shift is a consequence of the phenomena associated with 'economic globalization' reconfiguring the sets of relationships that shape economic outcomes in a manner that increasingly exceeds the epistemology of embeddedness. Firms can no longer be understood simply as being embedded in regions with discrete institutional structures, and the boundaries between the financial, social or cultural 'inputs' into economic activity are becoming ever more blurred. In this sense, there exist a series of crucial dimensions to transnational economic activity that are becoming increasingly important but which are invisible to theories of embeddedness. This critique of the embeddedness approach leads to the proposition that the kinds of phenomena it seeks to explain would be better understood by using a relational practice-centred theoretical approach. Such an approach replaces the static conception of entities (firms, institutions, regional clusters) with concepts generated around the dynamic practices and relational associations that constitute action and produce these entities.
I develop these arguments in a series of stages. In the next section, I examine how the conceptual language of embeddedness remains limited in at least three major areas: the demarcation of economic activity from other kinds of social action, the conceptualisation of agency and power, and the spatial epistemology that it carries with it. The third section then goes on to propose an alternative approach that follows from this critique in developing new concepts around the practices that produce 1 This is not to argue for a methodological individualism that negates the possibility of something resembling 'structural' concepts in economic explanation but rather to argue for an approach that adopts a more sophisticated conceptualisation of structures as consistencies reproduced by social practices. Furthermore, by tracking the nature of social action the kinds of structural concepts developed will be very different to those currently used within the embeddedness framework.
economic success or failure for firms or regions in a globalizing world. This draws on recent developments in actor-network approaches to understanding social action (c.f. Latour 2003; , the wider relational discussion concerning the nature of power in the social realm (c.f. Allen 2003) , and recent theorisations of the nature of knowledge in relation to economic activity (Amin & Cohendet 2004) . The aim is to transcend the limitations inherent in the embeddedness approach by refining the epistemological resolution of analysis to the level of individual and collective practices that do not rely on the social/ economic binary to be meaningful and exist in spatial forms that do not necessarily align with physical or territorial categories. The discussion draws on examples from research into the recent evolution of the activities of transnational firms. The concluding section outlines how future empirical research may inform and develop this theoretical agenda.
EMBEDDEDNESS AND ITS LIMITATIONS
The recent debate about embeddedness within economic geography has drawn upon poststructural thought as a means to developing better and more sophisticated versions of the concept. This engagement has centred primarily around frameworks developed through actor network approaches (Murdoch et al 2000; Jessop 2001 ), other forms of relationality (Hite 2003; Peck 2003) Thus embeddedness can never effectively capture the nuances of the influence of 'social action-that-produces-economic outcomes' because it sets economic and social action apart as a basic assumption. To apply Latour's recent arguments in this respect, economic actors cannot be embedded in a social context because 'there is no pure 'social context', no distinct domain of reality to which the label 'social' or 'society' can be attributed' and 'no social force available to 'explain' the residual features other domains cannot account for' (Latour 2006: 4) . The result is that as theorists seek to become more sophisticated in their analyses of economicsocial practice, their deployment of embeddedness hinders a process of tracing the important practices that do not comfortably fall into either discrete economic or social categories. The conceptual toolkit of embeddedness is, therefore, part of the problem as the concepts in use are misaligned with the sets of associations that need to be captured. As a consequence, in revising embeddedness into a relational form, the current literature is preoccupied with new ways of developing economy-society 'hybrids' when causal explanation will always combine attributes of both the economic and social.
What is required are new concepts that redraw the conceptual boundaries. I will shortly argue that an alternative epistemological approach that centres on sets of practices can help in this respect. However first I will consider two more limitations to current usages of embeddedness.
(ii) The concealment of actors, agents and power relations This is the crux of the issue. Allen's subsequent application of this argument to a critique of the global governance literature shows that the agency of institutions such as local governments needs to be theorised in a more nuanced manner which sees agency as an (incoherent) product of the actions of collectives of differently empowered individuals. This does not negate the utility of social structures such as 'institutional thickness' as explanatory tools per se, but it does reintroduce a capacity for theories to be sensitive to the complex interactions between key individual decision makers. Thus far, even those who have adopted actor-network approaches 4 and relational approaches to embeddedness have struggled to develop much theoretical insight into where social agency (and power relationships) reside when 'embedding' is conceived as a process. Indeed, this has also been a criticism of actornetwork approaches in that understanding where agency resides becomes lost in the web of relational linkages of which actors are seen to be constituted (Murdoch 1995; Yeung 2003) .
(iii) A restrictive spatial epistemology
The third area of epistemological difficulty with embeddedness concerns the issue of spatiality in relation to power and agency. A number of theorists have recently argued that theorisations of embeddedness continue to conflate conceptions of territoriality with the complex forms of emergent spatiality in contemporary economic activity.
Hess ( and questions whether understanding firm success in a region as a consequence of the degree to which firms are embedded in either relational assets or in geographicaldemarcated networks are adequate. Both are 'rather partial stories' because 'relational assets and network embeddedness tend to be conceived a priori as positive and beneficial to the performance of firms and regions' (ibid.: 43). Yeung's concern with the way embeddedness ignores the relational ways in which their causality works leads him to argue that firm success and prosperity need to be explained in terms of how the network performs in relation to competing networks in the same region and elsewhere (e.g. global competition).
Both Yeung and Hess thus point towards a more fundamental and unresolved difficulty concerning the ability of embeddedness theories to provide an explanatory framework for understanding the spatial form of economic activity in a globalized
world. There are at least two key dimensions to this. First, there is the issue of territoriality. In retaining the notion of a territorial influence on embeddedness there is the implicit danger that territory will be seen as an explanatory factor. This contradicts the emerging paradigm concerning notions of relational and topological space. There is nothing intrinsic about territory which affects economic outcomes. It is not territory itself that produces spatial differences between 'non-economic' influences but the social practices enacted across and through them. Places are social constructions that are themselves potentially, infinitely 'translocal' (c.f. Hess 2004: 176). Social practices are always and everywhere inherently spatial but this does not equate in any simplistic manner to territoriality.
The concept of territorial embeddedness thus unavoidably preserves an epistemological association that much of the relational networks literature is seeking to unravel. Economic practices are entwined with social actors (individual and collective) who always exist in places, but whose physical territoriality is complex and not always important in shaping economic success. Global interconnectedness means that firms exist in multiple spaces, several of which cannot be usefully conceived in territorial terms -for example, 'social' or 'virtual' spaces. Theorists need to be able to distinguish which forms of these different spatialities are important and, in that sense, territory itself is only one of several dimensions to spatialityarguably one that may be becoming less significant in an era of greater global interconnectedness.
What is needed is a conceptual framework that sees the social practices that lead to economic outcomes as enacted through physical places and existing in a variety of spaces (physical, social, virtual, organizational etc) . Such a framework is well-founded in seeking to theorise 'networks of partial and constantly changing connections' but, whilst Hess' rhizome is useful in offering a new conceptual metaphor for thinking through these connections and associations, territorial embeddedness as a concept restricts the capacity to understand the nature of these spatialities because it links causal explanation with contiguous physical territory. This can never tell anything more than an increasingly partial story of the spatialised nature of the factors that influence economic success because most factors are better understood as constituted through complex relational and topological spatialities in the contemporary era of globalization. Territorial embeddedness continues to reduce the scope of explanation to a factor (territory) which is a poor surrogate for a complex set of influences (social practices) and their associated spatialities which, according to Amin (2002: 395) , 'perforate territories and places' but cannot be conceptually reduced to their terms.
Second is the question of scale. Scales represent another set of concepts that seek to develop explanation for economic success or failure through topographical and territorial spaces. Territorial embeddedness presupposes that economic action is contained within local areas or regions whilst network embeddedness remains ambiguous and clumsy in its use of scale. Networks tend to be categorised into conventional and unquestioned scalar categories -local, regional, national and global.
Several theorists have pointed out that this is unsatisfactory insofar as the physical distance between nodes in a network is not necessarily correlated in any significant manner (Amin 2002; Kilduff & Tsai 2003) . In that sense, the way in which economic action is usefully understood as being 'embedded' in a scale is questionable.
Topological and relational approaches undermine the argument for reducing economic practice to a demarcated scale They point instead to the complex spatialities of social practices that produces economic outcomes. Embeddedness is thus a concept that offers no clear way for understanding how economic action is multi-scalar, or how this multi-scalar nature affects success or failure. Amin's point about the 'perforation of scales' necessitates a much broader reconceptualisation of the spatiality of the practices that produce economic outcomes in the global economy.
In the next section, I seek to deconstruct this notion of what is meant by 'multi-scalar' as I propose a practice-centred approach that involves a reconsideration of what scale means from an associational and topological perspective.
BEYOND EMBEDDEDNESS: PRACTICE-CENTRED APPROACHES TO TRANSNATIONAL BUSINESS ACTIVITY
Identifying the epistemological difficulties with embeddedness does not of course represent sufficient justification for moving beyond the lexicon of embeddedness per se. What is required is an alternative approach that both overcomes the limitations identified and creates a better conceptual language for understanding transnational economic activity. The argument in this section is that a practice-centred reconfiguration of economically-related actions offers such an opportunity. This draws on three majors strands of contemporary social scientific thought: recent developments in actor-network theory (ANT), relational and topological theories and the so-called 'practice-turn'. However, the particular focus here is on how these literatures can be brought together into a framework that addresses the contemporary nature of economic activity in the context of the growing complexity of global economic interconnectedness. The premise for a practice-centred approach is the need to shift theoretical attention from the static entities that are symptoms of economic action (firms, institutions, regional clusters) to the dynamic practices and relational associations that constitute action and produce these entities. This involves three principles.
The first principle is the recognition that practice cannot be reduced to a pure economic, social or cultural 'essence'. Practice-centred concepts are not therefore fitted into pre-existing categories such as, for example, the pure notion of rational economic action. They are always understood as composite phenomena that are influenced by both conventional economic factors (prices, costs etc), and also unconventional ones (organizational culture, personal friendships, social norms). By not demarcating practices as economic, concepts can thus be developed that appreciate their contextualised constitution and avoids the simplistic imposition of outcome onto causal explanation. As a consequence, theory construction becomes concerned with the interaction of social practices only insofar as they produce economic outcomes.
Secondly, and thus following on, is the prioritisation of economic outcomes that emerge from these sets of associated practices. Clearly, there is an argument for retaining 'the economic' and 'economic activity' as descriptive generalizations given their prevalence in the wider social sciences and the world generally. However, rather than translate these descriptive categories into theories of the global economy, a distinction can be made in conceptual terms between the practices which constitute what theorists currently label 'economic activity', and the outcomes that emerge from these multiple forms of social practice. Outcomes can be delimited (and measured) effectively but are not understood as the result of purely economic processes or actions. Rather, I propose they are theorised as the products of individual and collective practices in space and time which lead (in part) to tangible economic effects and outcomes.
The third principle involves the delimitation of 'bundles' of interacting practices around new concepts that relate to specified economic outcomes. These bundles of practices are not necessarily entirely 'economic' in terms of the outcomes they produce. The motivations of actors are complex and related to a whole range of other influences (for example, organisations, cultures, power configurations, networks of association, markets). However, by tracing the associations of practices which intersect to produce economic outcomes, it becomes possible to generate new and more sophisticated concepts. These concepts focus on capturing the most significant aspects or qualities of 'economic activity' that lead to outcomes such as firm growth, product competitiveness and so on.
In this section, therefore, I implement these principles by proposing three practice-centred epistemological fields that can facilitate a better understanding of the activities of transnational firms in the global space economy.
(i) Operational Practices -Running Transnational Firms
The proposed practice-centred framework is based around a different set of epistemological premises from the embeddedness approach. These arise from recent developments in actor-network theorisation. Rather than compartmentalising factors into territorial categories, or as existing at certain scales (local, regional, national etc), the objective is to uncover the associations of practices that produce economic outcomes. In effect, this represents a reversal of the epistemological logic of embeddedness and its conventional 'menu' of scales. The process of knowledge production begins with outcome and works 'backwards' (so to speak), tracing associations between different practices in order to understand how an outcome emerges. As Latour (2006) Third is a revised version of the concept of a community of practice. This term already carries wide currency within management studies (Brown and Duguid 1991; Wenger 1998; Wenger and Synder 2000) , but I want to recast it in associational and topological terms. Important here are Ash Amin and Patrick Cohendet's (2004) arguments for understanding a community of practice as 'the basic unit of knowledge formation and organization' within firms and beyond their boundaries (ibid.: 138).
Their concern is with the nature of knowledge and its associated use and deployment in economic activity (and this will be addressed here shortly), but I want to argue for a wider integration of their reconceptualisation of communities of practice into the realm of operational practices that occur both within and beyond the boundaries of the firm. Amin and Cohendet largely follow the management literature's conception of a community of practice. This is derived from Wenger's (1998) definition of a community of practice as 'a locally negotiated regime of competence' (Wenger 1998: 137) that involves 'groups of people informally bound together by shared expertise and passion for a joint enterprise' (Wenger & Synder 2000: 139) . Such a conception ignores the nature of proximity and distance between actors, and the significance of that proximity / distance in shaping firm operations.
In essence, if spaces of interaction captures the nature of relations, and global work the nature of social action and agency, I want to recast community of practice in terms which capture the nature of social linkages in a topological and relational sense.
This exceeds the existing static idea of social networks by introducing both qualitative concepts of the practices that produce community (ie. group linkages) and the differential forms of relations between members. Individuals are not nodes in a network but interlinked actors whose actions cannot be conceived of independently from the differential relations that constitute their agency. In this sense, the revised notion of a community of practice becomes a concept that captures much more than a network of individuals who share, communicate and learn knowledge (although of course they do this as well). Rather, it is extended to cover the dynamics of group practices that constitute firm behaviour and thus economic activity. Thus, the community of practice concept becomes akin to understanding economic outcomes as the consequence of the practices of a community of agency.
(
ii) Practices of Corporate Power and Control
Recent debates about relationality and the spatial form of power lead to the second dimension to a practice-centred approach. Allen (2003) argues that there has been 'a persistent failure to problematise the spatial reach of power' (ibid.: 158), and that 'there are no 'blocs' of authority 'back home' waiting to be recognised…only mediated relations of power which take a modal form' (ibid.: 158). For Allen, then, it is the relationship between 'proximity and presence' that is the issue. In considering power relations, 'fixed distances and well-defined proximities fail to convey how the far-off is brought into reach or the close at hand constructed at a distance' (ibid.: 158).
It is on this basis that I argue for an approach that traces the sets of associations that shape the practices which produce power in the global space economy.
There are two distinct facets to this. First, a relational conception of power negates the utility of seeing power as a phenomenon that merely transcends the boundaries of the conceptual units which occupy the language of embeddedness (firms, networks, regions, institutions) . It is far more problematic than this. In tracing the associative practices that constitute power as the ability to affect economic outcomes, the power relations that shape economic activity are revealed as complex phenomena that perforate (after Amin 2002) both the concept of scale to the point of its disintegration, and also the boundaries of conventional units of analysis (firms, regions etc). Again an illustrative example is useful here.
Consider the case of a UK-based private equity firm 6 making an investment in a start-up technology firm. Using the practice-centred approach, the investing firm's behaviour towards the investee firm is understood as being constituted through a certain set of power relations. The approach traces the nature of conditions placed on the investee firm as a consequence of the wider circumstances in which the private equity firm operates -for example, its transnational linkages to finance, the knowledge of US business-educated employees or the UK and European governance rules that form its national and regional legal context. Personal past career experience of both the investment manager and the directors of the private equity firm will also shape this power relationship, as will the interpersonal relationship between the project manager and the managers in the investee firm. The point is that all of these linkages are important to an effective understanding of the nature of the power relationship between the investor and investee firm. It is only by identifying how these different linkages interact that an effective understanding of how this is likely to affect economic outcomes (i.e. the success of the investment venture) can be developed. In that sense, tracing the associative practices of power formation offers an approach for understanding firm-level actions that is couched in a much more contextualised and detailed appreciation of the rationales dictated by the views of business leaders, of investors, of governance institutions and so on, than is possible using the embeddedness approach. 
(iii) Knowledge and Informational Practices
The role of knowledge and information permeates many current debates about the nature of the global space economy (Leadbeater 1999; Castells 2002) , and there is a recognition that knowledge is becoming increasingly crucial to firms and economies in relation to future economic success and competitiveness (Nonaka and Teece 2001 ).
Yet despite a growing consensus that knowledge is neither static nor contained within physical spaces, territories firms, institutions or even 'communities of practice ' (c.f. Gertler 2003) , the theorisation of the role of knowledge in relation to economic activity avoids issues of action, practice and agency. Many commentators cite the view that knowledge is embedded in firms, regions, institutions, networks and so on, without engaging with how knowledge is deployed (or not) in relation to economic outcomes.
The third prong to my practice-centred framework is thus based on the argument that this is an oversight which weakens the capacity of theory to capture what it is about knowledge that produces certain kinds of outcomes. To do this, knowledge needs to be reconceptualised as something more than a capacity of which actors hold a stock (Amin & Cohendet 2004) . This is often intangible but more importantly may not be related to the use of knowledge. The argument, therefore, is that a focus on knowledge practices (i.e the deployment of enacted knowledge) in relation to economic activity is desirable.
Such a point develops the already cited arguments of Amin & Cohendet (2004: 8) It is therefore precisely Amin and Cohendet's gauntlet of constructing 'an ontology of knowledge that recognises the near and far, the possessed and practised' (ibid.: 111) that this final dimension to a practice-centred approach seeks to capture more effectively. It moves beyond Amin & Cohendet's arguments in tracing the associations that form these practices beyond the boundaries of firms and territorial spaces, and focuses theory production on the qualities of deployed knowledge through enacted practices. These practices exist in relational configurations that transcend conceptions of the firm, regions or clusters but which need to be conceptualised as they offer a better prospect of understanding the ways in which economic outcomes emerge in an interconnected global economy.
CONCLUSION: RENDERING THE INVISIBLE DIMENSIONS OF TRANSNATIONAL BUSINESS VISIBLE
Much that is written about the development of the global economy is premised on the idea that globalization is producing a rescaling of economic activity. Advanced economies have suffered deindustrialisation whilst China and Asia see continued rapid growth (Maddison et al 2002; Storm & Naastepad 2005) . Firm themselves are becoming ever larger and ever more spatially extensive (Dicken 2003 ). Yet it has also become clear that places matter to economic activity. And it is in this discourse that the concept of embeddedness has become hegemonic as a lexicon for understanding the relationship between the economy and its actors on the one hand, and society and territory on the other. In a world where economics holds such a strong disciplinary position (see Callon 1998; Peck 2003) , it is a seductive approach for trying to understand the influence of the apparently 'non-economic' world on the object of economics' analysis.
The central purpose of this paper has been to try to create a disruption in this line of theorisation. Global interconnectedness is producing greater complexity in how economic activity is constituted. This complexity can be identified in spatial and temporal dimensions and, as the catch-all concept of globalization belies, warrants considerable theoretical and empirical attention. Within economic geography and the social sciences, much of the debate has revolved around the epistemological framework centred on the concept of embeddedness. Yet I have argued that this epistemology renders a range of (increasingly) important dimensions of 'the social' invisible to the theorist of the global economy. Most incapacitating is the economy / society binary because it ruthlessly seeks to purify the economic realm from everything else in the social world. In so doing it greatly narrows possible understandings of what the economic 'is' and what outcomes economic activity will produce by excluding the vast of array of associations and groups of actors that influence those outcomes. This feeds into the limitations on how power and agency are theorised (if at all) within this framework. Furthermore, the ongoing idea of territorial embeddedness reproduces a conceptual linkage between physical spaces and the nature of the economy that unhelpfully diverts theoretical attention away from the growing complexity of spatial forms to the practices that produce economic outcomes.
There is thus a need to render visible many of the dimensions to 'the social' This practice-centred approach is by no means a finished project and nor, as should be clear, is it somehow distinct from the theoretical lineage within economic geography that has developed relational ideas and made use of actor-network theory.
However, it does represent an attempt to break away from the conceptual baggage associated with the embeddedness approach and move the discussion around relationality and practice to a new stage of the debate. So whilst embeddedness is undoubtedly a concept that has been important -not least in producing more sophisticated understandings of how the global economy has developed -it is also one that has now exceeded its capacity for capturing the complexity of what is happening in the contemporary global space economy. It is, therefore, time to replace it with a more radical approach to theorising the nature of the complex configurations of social action that produce economic outcomes in today's world.
